
Week   2   Test   

  

Matching   tasks   
  

All   three   modules   of   TKT   have   matching   tasks.   Each   task   has   items   which   have   numbers   (1,   2,  
3,   etc).   These   may   be   statements,   definitions   or   examples.   Candidates   need   to   match   each   of   
these   items   with   one   option   from   a   list   of   a   maximum   of   nine   options.   The   list   of   options   has   
letters   (A,   B,   C,   etc).   Options   may   be   concepts,   terms   or   purposes.   
  

  There   are   two   types   of   matching   tasks:   One-to-one   matching   tasks   and   3,   4   or   5   option   
matching   tasks.   One-to-one   matching   has   one   extra   option   (e.g.   6   items   and   7   options).   This   
task   type   may   also   involve   matching   items   from   an   extract   of   a   text.   3,   4   or   5   option   matching   
has   fewer   options   than   questions,   requiring   candidates   to   consider   using   each   option   more   than  
once.     
  

In   both   types   of   matching   tasks,   the   instructions   explain   what   needs   to   be   matched   and   provide   
a   context   for   the   terms   and   the   options.   Be   aware   of   the   different   instructions   for   this   task   
including:   

‘You   will   need   to   use   some   options   more   than   once’.     

‘There   is   one   extra   option   that   you   do   not   need   to   use’   

Having   a   clear   idea   of   the   instructions   given   will   help   you   avoid   confusion   and   save   time   when   
doing   the   exam.   

  

    



TKT   Module   1:   Differences   between   L1   and   L2   learning   –   Sample   Task   1

For   questions    1-5 ,   match   the   aspects   of   learning   with   the   type   of   learner   listed    A,   B   or   C .   

You   will   need   to   use   some   options   more   than   once.   

   Type   of   learner   

A   L1   learner   

B   L2   adult   learner   

C   Both   L1   and   L2   adult   learner   

    

Aspect   of   learning   

1. These   learners   seem   to   respond   to   praise   and   encouragement   and   it   helps   to   develop   their   
language   and   skills.   

2. These   learners   don’t   need   to   be   constantly   corrected.   They   need   to   experiment   and   to   play   
with   language.   

3. These   learners   will   listen   and   process   language   and   will   not   speak   at   all,   sometimes   for   
many   months,   before   beginning   to   use   language.   

4. These   learners   are   able   to   share   experiences   and   talk   about   the   things   they   see   around   
them   and   about   experiences   in   their   lives.  

5. These   learners   need   some   controlled   practice   and   a   focus   on   form.   

  

  

    

1   Task   taken   from:     
UCLES    (2009).   TKT   Module   1:   Differences   between   L1   and   L2   Learning.   [online].    Cambridge   English.    [Viewed   17th   June   
2020].   Available   from:   
https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/images/168877-tkt-module-1-differences-between-l1-and-l2-learning.pdf     

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/images/168878-tkt-module-1-exposure-to-language-and-focus-on-form.pdf
https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/images/168877-tkt-module-1-differences-between-l1-and-l2-learning.pdf


TKT   Module   1:   Exposure   to   language   and   focus   on   form   –   Sample   Task     2

For   questions    6-10 ,   match   the   teacher   strategies   with   the   aspects   of   learning   listed    A,   B   or   C .   

You   will   need   to   use   some   options   more   than   once.   

   Techniques   

A   Focus   on   form   

B   Silent   period   

C   Exposure   

    

Teacher   strategies   

6. I   know   some   of   the   students   won’t   want   to   speak   straightaway,   so   I’ll   leave   them   to   just   
work   things   out.   

7. I’m   going   to   set   my   students   a   project   where   they   have   to   use   the   internet   and   do   some   
research   into   different   aspects   of   the   topic   beforehand.   

8. This   exercise   will   encourage   the   learners   to   look   at   the   language   in   the   text   and   to   think   
about   why   and   when   it   is   used.   

9. I   know   the   texts   have   a   lot   of   unknown   grammar   and   lexis,   but   I   think   I’ll   use   a   lot   more   
authentic   material   in   my   lessons   so   that   my   students   don’t   have   to   rely   on   the   coursebook   
alone.   

10. I’ve   built   in   some   time   for   correction   on   the   board   with   the   whole   class   at   the   end   of   the   
lesson   so   that   I   can   pick   up   and   deal   with   mistakes   that   I’ve   heard   during   the   class.   

  

  

    

2   UCLES   (2009).   TKT   Module   1:   Exposure   to   Language   and   focus   on   form.   Classroom   activity.   [online].    Cambridge   
English.    [Viewed   17th   June   2020].   Available   from:   
https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/images/168878-tkt-module-1-exposure-to-language-and-focus-on-form.pdf   
  

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/images/168878-tkt-module-1-exposure-to-language-and-focus-on-form.pdf


TKT   Module   1   -   Motivation   Sample   task     

For   questions   11-17,   match   the   teaching   recommendations   with   the   influences   on   motivation   listed   
A-H.   

There   is   one   extra   option   which   you   do   not   need   to   use.   

   Influences   on   motivation   

A    learner   autonomy   

B    interest   in   the   lesson   

C    interest   in   the   target   culture   

D    the   usefulness   of   learning   the   language   

E    personalisation   

F    goal-setting   

G    support   from   others   

H    self-confidence   

    

Teaching   recommendations   

11. Where   possible,   ask   learners   to   choose   what   activities   they   want   to   do.  

12. Encourage   parents   to   motivate   their   children   to   learn   English.   

13. Remind   learners   how   important   English   is   for   getting   jobs.   

14. Choose   materials   and   activities   that   are   motivating.   

15. Bring   to   the   classroom   any   materials   (e.g.   brochures,   photos,   souvenirs)   you   have   collected   
on   your   trips   to   English-speaking   countries.   

16. Praise   learners   frequently   but   honestly.   

17. Give   learners   opportunities   to   use   English   to   talk   about   their   own   lives.     

  

    



TKT   Module   1:   Describing   Language:   Lexis   –   Sample   Task   3

For   questions    18-24    match   the   examples   of   vocabulary   with   the   categories   listed    A-H .   There   is   one   
extra   answer   which   you   do   not   need   to   use.   

A    synonyms   

B    lexical   set   

C    collocations   

D    words   with   a   suffix   

E    words   with   a   prefix   

F    compounds   

G    phrasal   verbs   

H    American   and   British   English   

    

Examples   of   vocabulary   

18. color,   colour;   realise,   realize;   theatre,   theatre     

19.   traffic   lights;   alarm   clock;   seat   belt     

20. childish;   successfully;   dependable     

21.   turn   up;   turn   off;   turn   into   

22.   catch   a   cold;   catch   a   bus;   catch   a   thief     

23. sad;   miserable;   unhappy     

24. ankle;   stomach;   knee;   heart   

  

  

    

3   UCLES   (2009).   TKT   Module   1:   Describing   Language:   Lexis.   Classroom   activity.   [online].    Cambridge   English.    [Viewed   
17th   June   2020].   Available   from:   
https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/images/168874-tkt-module-1-describing-language-lexis.pdf   
  

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/images/168874-tkt-module-1-describing-language-lexis.pdf


Learner   characteristics   

Look   at   the   learners’   characteristics   and   the   three   possible   activities   listed   A,   B   and   C.  

Choose   the   activity   (A,   B   or   C)   which   matches   the   characteristic.   

25. These   learners   are   mainly   kinaesthetic.   

A   The   learners   in   groups   tell   a   story   based   on   a   series   of   pictures   they   look   at.   

B   The   learners   go   round   the   class   reading   posters   made   by   the   other   groups.   

C   The   learners   listen   to   a   recording   about   an   athlete   and   fill   in   a   table.   

  

26. These   learners   are   children   age   6-8   

A   The   learners   give   a   presentation   about   their   favourite   film   

B   The   learners   listen   to   a   song   and   then   find   examples   of   the   second   conditional   in   the   
song   

C   The   learners   label   a   picture   to   work   on   vocabulary   

  

27. These   learners   want   to   develop   their   learner   autonomy   

A   The   teacher   sets   specific   exercises   to   practise   a   particular   grammar   form   

B   The   students   choose   an   article   to   discuss   in   class   

C   The   students   memorise   a   list   of   words   from   the   unit   in   the   book   

  

    



Learner   strategies   4

For   questions   33–35,   read   the   examples   of   what   learners   do   and   three   possible   learner   strategies.     

Choose   the   correct   strategy,   A,   B   or   C.     

28. I   have   a   notebook   for   new   vocabulary   and   I   use   this   to   test   myself   in   my   spare   time.     

A   experimenting   with   meaning     

B   focusing   on   collocations     

C   exploiting   learning   aids     

  

29. When   I’m   watching   TV   or   DVDs,   I   make   notes   of   expressions   and   words   that   native   
speakers   use.     

A   predicting   content   from   clues     

B   experimenting   with   form     

C   noticing   language   in   use     

30. I   try   to   understand   the   meaning   of   new   words   by   looking   at   the   rest   of   the   sentence.     

A   focusing   on   context     

B   paraphrasing     

C   translating   into   L1   

  

4   Taken   from:    Whitehead,   R.   (2020).     TKT   Module   1   -   Aspects   of   the   learner   [online]. Onestopenglish.    [Viewed   13th   July   
2020].   Available   from:   
http://www.onestopenglish.com/exams/cambridge-esol-exams/tkt/tkt-materials/pdf-content/tkt-module-1-aspects-of-the-le 
arner-lesson-plan/156742.article   
  

http://www.onestopenglish.com/exams/cambridge-esol-exams/tkt/tkt-materials/pdf-content/tkt-module-1-aspects-of-the-learner-lesson-plan/156742.article
http://www.onestopenglish.com/exams/cambridge-esol-exams/tkt/tkt-materials/pdf-content/tkt-module-1-aspects-of-the-learner-lesson-plan/156742.article

